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Nineteen years later, Indy’s
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SPORTS

Hundreds of students and coinnuinity
members attended a civil debate on an in
cendiary topic Wednesday night. American
Civil Liberties Union President Nadine
Strossen and president of the Life Training
Institute Scott Klusendorf debated the issue
of abortion.
Strossen represented the pro-choice side
while Klusendorf presented a pro-life point
of view. The event was presented by As
sociated Students Inc. as part of their “True
Life” series.
“The student interest in this was beyond
overwhelming,” said ASl program direc
tor Michello Curro. Twenty-nine percent
of students expressed interest in seeing an
abortion debate through surveys, versus
just 9 percent for the second-highest-voted
topic, Curro said.
The speakers had previously debated
together. Though both were obviously pas
sionate about the issue, the speakers stayed
on friendly terms throughout the night.
“The values we share are more impor
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The State of higher education in the
Middle East and North Africa was discussed
Thursday, focusing on the lack of represen
tation from American universities in the re
gion.The panel included a visiting Fulbright
professor from Algeria, a representative from
the World Bank, Cal Poly professors and an
engineering student.
Although the agreement with Saudi
Arabia’s Jubail University College was men
tioned, the forum concerned itself more
with the concept of collaborative works be
tween American universities and develop
ing education systems throughout the Arab
world.
The panelists universally agreed that the
United States was being left behind in part
nerships that would create valuable relation
ships and opportunities for individuals, the
university and businesses alike.
“There are untapped reserves of intel
ligence in the Arab world that are hungry
for science and technology; America, unlike
Western Europe, Australia and New Zea
land is not taking part in the competition
for these resources,” said Fouad Bouguetta, a
communications professor at the University
of Annaba in Algeria.
The forum also stressed that higher edu
cation represents the most viable opportu
nity to create dialogue with a particularly
volatile region in an effort to facilitate un
derstanding.
“If we pay more attention to education
in the region, it is less likely that the un
educated masses will be manipulated by the
very few,” said food science professor Hany
Khalil, a native Egyptian and director of the
California State University consortium for
international development.
“It is the best mechanism, a catalyst to
start national dialogue,” said College of Ensee Saudi, page 2

tant than the ones we do not,” Strossen
said.
She stressed that “abortion (should) re
main safe, legal, accessible and rare” in her
opening statements.
She gave a wide variety of reasons for
her position. She referenced everyone from
religious groups for choice to Ronald Rea
gan in support of her argument.
“Let’s keep the government out of our
bodies and out of our bedrooms,” she said.
Finally, she urged Klusendorf and all of
those on the pro-life side to work together
with pro-choicers to prevent unintended
pregnancies and reduce the abortion rate.
Klusendorf gave a very ditierent speech;
his argument centered on whether a fetus is
considered a human being.
“1 agree with everything Nadine said;
she is absolutely correct — if the unborn
are not humans,” he said. “No one would
have a debate in the name of privacy, choice
and liberties if the case was for killing tod
dlers.”
He then used the acronym SLED to
see Debate, page 2

BENJAMIN ROZAK
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About 450 students attended the controversial debate Wednes
day in Chumash Auditorium.

Fees up 10 percent for fall
K ory H arbeck
MUSTANG DAILY

The California State University Board ofTrustees voted to approve a 10 percent fee increase May
14 m light of impending state budget cuts.
Although the governor’s May revision restored
$97.6 million to the California State University
system, it still leaves a shortfall of $288 million.
“ While I am encouraged by the governor’s res
toration, I’m also concerned that implications for
not fully funding the compact for higher educa
tion will have serious consequences on our ability
to serve the campus,”Vice President of Student Af
fairs Cornel Morton said.
“The restoration of funds in the May revise, in
spite of a worsened fiscal condition in the state,
reflects the governor’s strong commitment to edu
cation,” eS U Chancellor Charles B. Reed said in
a press release.
The six-year compact that the CSU and Uni
versity of California systems signed in 2004 with
the governor was intended to provide baseline
funding for public universities through 2011.
The $110 million in the revenue generated by
the fee increase will be used to increase financial
aid grants, maintain course sections and maintain
the quality of services on. campus.
“ It’s more than fair to say that the programs
needed to maintain the quality of life and services
on campus will remain intact,” Morton said.

CSU closed admissions on March 1 on all 23
campuses for first-time freshmen, resulting in
10,000 students who will not be admitted to the
CSU system. C'al Poly accepted 1,000 less students
than it did last year.
“The drop m enrollment will h.we a small eftect
on revenue, but the organization has been prepared
to deal with upswings and downswings. I’m con
fident it won’t affect services for students,” Associ
ated Students Inc. President Brandon Souza said.
According to a CSU press release, one-third of
the fee increase will be set aside for financial aid to
offset the increase for the neediest students.
The problem for the institutions results when
the trend turns into a pattern and budget cuts con
tinue over a number of years.
“The challenging aspect is, inevitably, it starts to
affect your ability to maintain staffing and faculty,”
Morton said.
O ther areas that could possibly see negative ef
fects from a dwindling budget include class avail
ability and sizes.
Reed credited grassroots efforts of students,
faculty, staff and administration who advocated for
increased funding since the budget proposal was
released in October to the restoration in the May
revise.
“I encourage the students to get actively in
volved and make this an issue by contacting your
local legislators,” Souza said.“ Its a matter that di
rectly affects us.”

CSU fee increases

$276
p e r y e a r p e r u n d erg ra d s tu d e n t

$110 million
g e n e ra te d by in c re a s e

$ 3 6 million $ 3 ,0 4 8
s e t a s id e fo r in c re a s e d fin a n c ia l a id
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Vigil remembers victims
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W^ildfire in Santa C ru z M ountains
prom pts evacuations, air warnings
Amanda Fclid
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About so students and community members gathered in the UU
Plaza Thursday night in memory o f the more than 100,000 people in
Asia who lost their lives in the recent natural disasters.

Saudi
continued from page I

gineering Dean .Mohammad Noori.
.Nocsri also noted that, despite unpopular U.S. foreign
pohe les. .America is still held in high regard by most of
the general public, seen as the “Mecca of research and
development."
1)avid Fretwell, a lead empltiyment and training spe
cialist in Europe and C^Mitral Asia for the World Hank,
pointed out that the issue was about quality and not
quantirs’
"In terms of gross enrollment rates, the Arab world is
comparable to developed countries, and in most coun
tries there is a higher enrollment for women than men.”
he said. “The problem is all the disconnects and cultural
roadblcicks that have caused the labor market to fall be
hind in education, meaning there is no outlet for the
population’s knowledge."
Houguetta and Fretwell were particularly adamant
that socialist ideologies and state-sponsored programs
have resulted in a lack of entrepreneurship and privati
zation in the Middle East and North Africa — an atti
tude that international relationships among universities
could help instill.
The panelists also insisted that benefits would go
both ways.
l.ori Atwater, an engineering student with vast ex
perience 111 the public and private sector, believes in the

C:OKRAl I ro s , c:alif. — ('.usty
winds fanned a wildfire I'luirsday that
burned at least 12 struc tures and more
than 3,U(»0 acres in the Santa Ctuz
Mountains, whose rugged terrain
frustrated firefighters’ efforts to get a
handle on the fast-moving blaze.
About 1,4<K) homes were under
evacuation orders — 336 of them
mandatory — as the fire, first reported
amund 3:30 a.m., continued to grow
despite more than 300 firefighters and
a swarm of tanker planes and helicop
ters dousing the area.
lly 6 p.ni. fire officials said the
blaze was 13-percent contained, but
had no estimate on when it would be
brought under control.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger de
clared a state ot emergency for Santa
Gruz i .ounty on Thursd.iy afternoon
as thick clouds of smoke from the
out-of-control blaze towered over the
densely forested mountains. No inju
ries were reported.
The fire is in the mountain range
that separates Santa (!ruz and Santa
edara counties — about 13 miles
south of San Jose — and the rural area
is dotted with homes.
At least 10 homes were destroyed
by the Haines, and three schools in the
area closed their doors Thursday be
cause of the fire, officials said.

idea that small- and medium-sized private enterprise is
a key equalizer for teaching. It’s important for students
to get real-life experience during their education that
would facilitate development in the labor market do
mestically and 111 the region, she said.
Atwater is currently drafting a business plan for the
Society of Women Engineers that would see “capable
students go overseas and work in real-world situations
where there is a desperate need for women technicians
and wonien in construction.”
The event was sponsored by International Education
and Programs (lEP) and moderated by jouriialistn pro
fessor John Soares.
“The idea that you can be isolated, staying in one job
and one place for life, is an outdated concept,” said John
Battenburg, director of lEP at CCal Poly.
“We’re presented with a new world where levels of
multiculturalisni and knowledge of multiple languages
is the norm, not the exception.That type of expeiience
would be invaluable for our students.”
The panel concluded with each panelist delivering
his or her vision for the future of educational collabora
tions with the Arab world, for C'al Poly and universities
nationwide.
Overall, each panelist agreed that the U.S. is in a
tenuous position of being left behind in terms of the
economy, science and technology if it doesn’t expand
Its horizons and begin dialogue on an educational level
with the Arab world in the Middle East and North Af
rica.

Santa (dara and Santa O u z county
officials saui hundreds of people h.ul
been evacuated, iiuiuding 2(10 students from a summer camp in the
iiiountains. Some were being taken
to an evacuation center in Watsonville
set up by the Red Gross.
I leavy brush and timber aiul w iiids
gusting up to .30 iiipli were compli
cating efforts to fight the blaze. Offil ials estimated the fire would grow to
10,000 acres before being contained.
“The fuels are \ery heavy and dr\
from a prettv mild winter. With that
wind added in as a factor, it’s a pretts’
good recipe for fire,” said Battalion
Cdiief Mike .Marcucci.
Officials s.iid the cause ot the fire
w.is still under investigation.
Rebecca I lenson. 43. w.is woken
up by a neighbor to smoke and .isli
blanketing her wood c.ibin in G.orralitos. She quickly evacuated with her
dog, resigning herself to the possibilits'
that her home burned after they left.
" That things gonna go up like a
torch — It’s got wood Hoors, wood
ceilings, everything." 1lenson said
as she gathereil with .ibout 73 other
evacuees at .i central market in anoth
er part of town. “There wasn't an of
ficial ev.icuation, but we're mountain
folks .iiid we're pretts' used to inde
pendent living. So it didn’t take too
much common sense to re.ilize this
thing is close; we gotta go."
The blaze also was sw irliiig around

M.iyinens Flat, a tiny coiiimunity of
about seven homes that overlooks the
Pacific Ocean and the cit\ of Santa
Ouz.
St.ite fire officials reported high
winds were fueling at le.ist two oth
er blazes elsewhere in the state on
riiursd.iy.
A lOO-.icre grass fire near Knights
Eerrs’. in rural Stanislaus CaiuntN’. de
stroyed a house and shut down por
tions two highways, said I illie Sniythe,
an office assistant at the (California
1)epartnient of Forestry and Fire I'rotection's Tuolumne-CCal.iveras unit. It
W.IS .30 percent contained by 1 hursd.iy afternoon.
A second fire was threatening
homes in the coinmunity of (Cool,
outside Auburn, said I )aniel Berlant,
a 1)epartnient of Fire Protection
spokesman in Sacramento. That fire,
which was reported at about 11:30
a.m. I hursd.iy, was .ibout 40 percent
contained but still .ictively burning, he
said.
Editor’s note: I he San Lnia ( )hispo
(Coin/f)' Ihihlit I kalth Deparnnent wanii
residents la lahe preutntions as fires burn
in nearby counties. I )ne to spreading fires
and gusty winds, the air ijuafity in San
Luis Obispo County is being polluted by
sinohe and ash. I'he health department
urges people to avoid excessive outdoor
activity and to remain indoors as much as
possible until air quality improves.
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Debate
continued from page I

support his belief that fetuses .ire
human beings.
According to Klusendorf, size,
level of development, eiivironment
and dependency are the differences
between a fetus and a baby.
“Are we going to s.iy that all
humans have a right to life, or just
some?" he asked.
Strossen took issue with Klusendorf’s use of the word “environiiieiit."
“He calls it an ‘environment,’ I

call it a woman,” she said.
Next, there was a lengthy ques
tion and answer session. Students
lined up on both sides of Clhumash
.Auditorium to ask cjuestions on
evervthing troiii whether abortion
should be legal in cases of rape to
whether it’s morally acceptable to
remove a parasitic twin from its sib
ling.
After half an hour of questions,
ASI president and debate modera
tor Hrandon Souza had to ask the
long line of remaining students to
sit down.
Students had varying opinions
on the effectiveness of the speakers.

“ I felt like Strossen was a better
speaker; she had better points and
got them across better.” earth sci
ences freshman lirittany Brookshire
said.
“It’s easy for (KluseiidorH to be
against abortion,” Brookshire added.
“ He’ll never have to go through
that, make that decision."
Microbiology freshman Fed
(ihali disagreed.
“I felt that the speakers were
unevenly matched. The pro-life de
bater was exponentially better. If the
pro-choice side wants to convince
me, then they’ll have to come up
with better argunients,” he said.
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seizure or polygamist-sect kids thrown out j>vv^5f2j>

“If you were a boxer, what song f
would you enter the ring to ?”

M ichelle R oberts
ASSiX IAIKD PRKSS

In a ruling that could torpedo
the case against the West Texas po
lygamist sect, a state appeals court
Thursday said authorities had no
right to seize more than 440 chil
dren in a raid on the splinter group’s
compound last month.
The Third C'ourt of Appeals in
Austin said the state tailed to show
the youngsters were in any imme
diate danger, the only grounds in
Texas law for taking children from
their parents without court action.
It was not clear when the chil
dren — now scattered in foster
homes across the state — might be
returned to their parents. The rul
ing gave a low'er-court judge 10
days to release the youngsters from
custody, but the state could appeal
to the Texas Supreme Court and
block that.
The decision in one of the big
gest child-custody cases in U.S. his
tory was a humiliating defeat for
the state Child Protective Services
agency. It was hailed as vindication
by members of the Fundamental
ist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, who claimed they were
being persecuted for their religious
beliefs.
“ It’s a great day for Texas justice.
This was the right decision,” said
Julie Ualovich, a Legal Aid attorney
for some of the parents. She was
joined by several smiling mothers
who declined to comment at a news
conference outside the courthouse.
Sect elder Willie Jessop said the
parents were elated, but added,
“There will be no celebrations until
some little children are getting hugs
from their parents.” He said his faith
in the legal system will be restored
“when 1 see the schoolyard full of
children.”
Every child at the Yearning For
Zion Ranch in Eldorado was taken
into custody more than six weeks
ago after someone called a hotline
claiming to be a pregnant, abused
teenage wife. The girl has not been
found and authorities are investigat
ing whether the calls were a hoax.
Child-protection officials argued
that five girls at the ranch had be
come pregnant at l.S and 16, and
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Alex Schmatten,
biology freshman
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A Fundamentalist Church o f Jesus Christ o f Latter Day Saints mother
and her attorney walk past yellow police tape on their way to the Tom
Green County courthouse for the fourth day o f custody hearings.

that the sect pushed underage girls
into marriage and sex with older
men and groomed boys to enter
into such unions when they grew
up.
But the appeals court said the
state acted too hastily in sweeping
up all the children and taking them
away on an emergency basis with
out going to court first.
“Even if one views the FLDS
belief system as creating a danger of
sexual abuse by grooming boys to
be perpetrators of sexual abuse and
raising girls to be victims of sexual
abuse ... there is no evidence that
this danger is ‘immediate’ or ‘ur
gent,’” the court said.
“Evidence that children raised
in this particular environment may
someday have their physical health
and safety threatened is not evi
dence that the danger is imminent
enough to warrant invoking the
extreme measure of immediate re
moval.”
The court said the state failed to
show that any more than five of the
teenage girls were being sexually
abused, and offered no evidence of
sexual or physical abuse against the
other children. Half the youngsters
taken from the ranch were under 5.
Only a few dozen are teenage girls.
The court also said the state was
wrong to consider the entire ranch
as a single household and to seize
all the children on the grounds that
some parents in the home might be
abusers.

CPS spokesman Patrick Crimmins said department attorneys had
not decided whether to appeal.“We
are trying to assess the impact that
this may have on our case,” he said.
GPS’s umbrella agency, the De
partment of Family and Protective
Services, issued a statement defend
ing the raid, saying it removed the
children “after finding a pervasive
pattern of sexual abuse that puts ev
ery child at the ranch at risk.”
“Child Protective Services has
one duty — to protect children.
When we see evidence that chil
dren have been sexually abused and
remain at risk of further abuse, we
will act,” the department said.
The decision technically applies
to only 38 of the roughly 200 par
ents who challenged the seizure.
But Balovich said she expected at
torneys for all the other parents to
seek to join the ruling.
Balovich said the court “has
stood up for the legal rights of these
families and given these moth
ers hope that their families will be
brought back together.”
O f the 31 people the state ini
tially said were underage mothers,
15 have been reclassified as adults,
and one is 27.
Five judges in San Angelo, about
40 miles north of Eldorado, have
been holding hearings on what the
parents must do to regain custody.
Those hearings, which began Mon
day, were suspended after the ruling
Thursday.

‘‘‘Wannabe’ by Spice
Girls because it’s clas
sic girl power.”
Kathryn Jackson,
business sophomore

I

—

"‘Gangster Nation’
by Ice Cube because
we’re part of the gang
ster nation."
Michelle Moria,
history freshman, and
Colby Kuvara, social sci
ences freshman
—

“‘My Own Summer’ by
Deftones because it
makes me feel moody
and comfortable.”
—

Shota Uchino,
business senior

Are you suffering from
a recent A N K L E SP R A IN ?

POUCE BLOmR
May 2 1 ,1 3 :0 2 - Subject notified UPD of a traffic collision occurring approximately
one month ago. He complained the other party now refuses to cover damages.

'f

May 19, 09:03 - Officer investigated a complaint of harassment.
May 17, 23:54 - Officers arrested a subject for narcotics violations off Fredericks
near Albert.
May 17, 00:45 - Four subjects were arrested for trespassing at the Poly Canyon Vil
lage construction site.
May 16, 03:41 - Officer arrested a subject for driving under the influence on Califor
nia near Foothill.

D o c to rs a re e v a lu a tin g in v e s tig a tio n a l,
m e d ic a te d p a tc h e s to se e if th e y re lie v e p a in
w h e n a p p lie d d ire c tly to th e a n k le .
Local doctors a re c u rren tly con ducting a clinical research study
e va lu atin g the e ffe c tiv e n e s s of in v e s tig a tio n a l, m e d ica te d patches
for tre a tin g th e pain associated w ith an a n k le sprain, w h e n applied
d irectly to th e injured an kle

To be e lig ib le for this study, you must:

May 15, 22:27 - Officer arrested a subject for possession of an open container of
alcohol in public near Hathway and Carpenter.

•
•
•

May 1 5 ,0 1 :0 9 - Officer provided medical aid to a victim of alcohol poisoning near a
North Mountain Hall.
May 14, 00:52 - Officers investigated complaints of a disturbance to the rear of Si
erra Madre Hall. Four subjects were contacted and identified.

Be 18 years o f a g e or older, A N D
Be exp erien cin g p ain fro m an a n k le sprain th a t occurred w ith in
the past 4 8 hours, A N D
N o t have taken any pain m ed icatio n or used com pression to
tre a t your ankle sprain.

Q u alified p artic ip a n ts w ill receive s tu d y -re la te d m e d ica l e va lu atio n s
and study patches at no cost. R eim b ursem en t for tim e and travel m ay
also be provided

T o le a r n m o re a b o u t th is lo c a l s tu d y , p le a s e c o n ta c t:

Coastal M edical R esearch G ro u p , Inc.
549-7570
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SAN'I'A ANA (AP) - lorivnti.il dow npours triiigcrcd imidslidfs 1Inirsd.iy in fiiv-scarivd
C
C ounty i. .inyons, and luindivds ivsidcMUs wxTC ordoivi) out
as a wild wcatiKT systom hronulu
snow, hail, w ind and r.iin to C\ilitorm.i. No nuidslkio iniurics wlmv
ivportt.'il.
r.vai. nation orders were issued
to about
people in Williams,
Modjeska and Irabiieo eanytuis,
areas devastated by a 2S,0()0aere w ildtire last tall, said Orange
C'ounty I ire Authority C'apt. Mike
Hlaw n.
• • •
POM ONA (AP) — Eleven
people were taken to a hospital
tor examination Thursday after
they were exposed to a mysterious
w hite powder at a post ottiee, a Eos
Angeles CTiunty fire otVicial said.
the employees w'ere work
ing on a loading dock when they
were exposed to powder that
spilled from an unopened, 24-by12-inch brown package, Los An
geles ('ounty fire Inspector Janies
Barnes said.
• • •
PASADENA (AP) — A
robotic dirt and ice digger is on
course to make an unprecedented
landing near Mars’ north pole, but
the riskiest part of its lO-nionth
voyage lies ahead, mission manag
ers said Thursday.
NASA’s Phoenix Mars Lander
has sailed through 4P) million
miles of space since launching last
summer, and has 3 million miles
to go before Sunday’s touchdown.
If successful, it would be the first
spacecraft to set down on the Red
Planet’s high northern latitudes.
• • •
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— Almost 30 years after his assas
sination by a fellow city lawmaker,
Harvey Milk is returning to San
Francisco (dry Hall.
A bronze bust of the first open
ly gay politician to win an elected
oftice of any proniinence will be
unveiled Thursday evening on
w'hat would have been Milk’s 78th
birthday.
Milk, long considen*d a niartya*d hero of the gay rights move
ment, IS the first non-mayor to
have his likeness permanently in
stalled in the CIVIC building.

W INDSOR, C:olo. (AP)
A large tornado ripped through
several northern Colorado towns
on Thursday, dani.iging buildings.
flipping vehicles and killing .it le.ist
one perstin.
The National Weather Service
s.iul a large toriudo touched dow 11
just before noon near Pl.ittec ille.
about 5(1 miles north of Denver.
It then moved northward through
or near several towns, te.iring
the roofs off buildings, downing
power lines and crumpling farm
equipment.
A second torn.ido touched
down later near johnstown, about
10 miles northwest of Platteville,
the weather service reported.
1 here were no immediate reports
of injuries.
• • •
BOSTON (AP) — Barack
Obama has agreed to deliver the
commencement address at Wesleyan University in place of Sen.
Edward Kennedy, who pulled out
Thursday after finding out he had
brain cancer.
Kennedy, 76, had planned to
address the graduates — including stepdaughter ('aroline Raclin
— Sunday in Middletown, Conn.
The commencement exercises coincide with 25th reunion festivities for his son, Edward Kennedy
Jr., who graduated from the school
in 1983.
The Massachusetts Democrat
decided against making the trip after suffering a seizure last Saturday
and undergoing a brain biopsy on
Monday. A nialignant brain tumor
was diagnosed on Tuesday.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — New
Yorkers could see their English
cousins acTxiss the pond Thursday
without benefit of cable TV or
video conf erencing, courtesy of an
unusual live optical hookup ereated by a conceptual artist with a
fanciful tale of a long-lost tunnel.
An optical device called a
“telectroscope” was placed at the
Fulton Ferry Landing in Brooklyn
and another one on the Thames
River in London on Thursday.
Spectators stepped up to the
machine on both sides of the Atlantic and waved and wrote greetings to each other in real time on
wipe-off message boards.

KYONDAH,
M yanm ar
(AP) - U.N. chief Ban Ki-moon
flew o\er Myanmar's floodcil IriMwadiiy delt.i on l'luirsday, w here
the ra\ages ot a cyclone stretched
.IS t.ir .IS the eye coukl seeA’ill.iges
were empt\ ot hte, fl.ittenei.1 huts
tlissoKed into vast are.is i>t w.iter
,ind people perched on rooftops.
Ne.niv three weeks after the
storm, life was grim even at a retugee camp showcased by Myanmar's jinita during the carefully
scripted tour.
“ I'm very upset by what I’ve
seen,” Ban said, visibly shaken by
the firsthand look at the devastation, ev'en though the are.is to
w Inch he was taken were far from
those worst-hit by ('yclone Nargis.
• • •
BAGHDAD (AP) — A US.
helicopter strike north of Baghdad killed eight people in a veincle, including at least two children.
Iraqi officials said'riiursd.iy, insisting all the dead were civilians.
The U.S. military said six were al(.Jaida militants but acknowledged
children w'ere killed.
AP Television News footage
showed the bodies of three children in blood-drenched clothes
— the eldest appearing to be in
his early teens — along with the
bodies of five men at the hospital in Beiji, where the dead were
taken after Wednesday evening’s
strike.
• • •
OTTAWA (AP) — A man
who claimed that he became depressed, anxious and phobic after
finding a a dead fly m a bottle
of water w'ill no longer get the
judgment he won against a botding company, Canada’s top court
ruled Thursday.
Martin Mustapha will have to
shell out thousands in court costs.
instead of collecting the more
than $345,000 he won in an O ntario court three years ago.
The Supreme Court of Canada agreed in a 9-0 judgment that
Mustapha suffered real psychological harm, but Chief Justice
Beverley McLachlin said his reaction w'as so “unusual or extreme”
that bottling company Culligan of
Canada Ltd., should not have to
pay compensation.
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After Bush made a veto-threat to Senate, a veto-proof vote was made to
increa.se the Iraq spending bill to include more domestic programs.

Senate deals Bush defeat
on Iraq war spending
A ndrew Taylor
ASStK lATl.D PRKSS

In a stunning vote that illustrated President Bush’s diminished standing, the
Senate on Thursday ignoR'd his veto threat and added tens ot billions of dollars
for veterans and the unemployed to his Iraq war spending bill.
A majority of Republicans broke ranks with Bush on a veto-proof 75-22
vote while adding more than $10 billion for various other donic*stic programs,
including heating subsidies for the poor, wildfire fighting, roads and bridge re
pair, and health research.
I )eniocrats crowed about their victory, but the developmeiiLs meant more
confusion about when the must-pass measure might actually become law and
what the final version will contain.
Senators voted 70-26 to approve $16.3 billion to fulfill Bush’s request for
military' operations in Iraq and Afghanistan into next spring, when Bush’s suc
cessor will set war policy. Overall, the measure contains $212 billion over the
coming two years — $28 billion nioa* than the administration sought — plus
about $50 billion more thmugh 2017 for veterans’ education benefits.
Bush has promised to veto the Iraq spending if it exceeds his aquest. He has
enough GOP support in the House to sustiin a veto.
But the spectacle of 25 Senate Republicans abandoning the White House
and voting to extend jobless benefits by 13 weeks and boost the ( j 1 Bill to
pmvide veterans enough money to pay for a ftiur-year education at a public
institution made it plain that Bush’s iiiHuence is waning.
“What influence?” said a triumphant Harry Reid of Nevada, the Senate’s
top Democrat. Reid had been skeptical of adding dozens of items tavored by
the free-spending Appaipriations ('ommittee to Bush’s war request.
But the committee’s plan contained so many smaller items favoa*d by sena
tors in both parties — including money for Gulf Cxiast Hurricane axovery,
NASA, and additional food and drug safety inspectors — that even (i(')P con
servatives such as Larry Craig and Mike Crapo of Idaho rebuffed the White
House. The duo wea- stamg supporters of $4(K) million to subsidize schtxils in
rural counties hit hard by declines in timber awenues.
The bill also contained $490 million for grants to local police departments,
$451 inillion to repair roads damaged by natural disasters, $200 million for the
space shuttle paigram, and $400 million for National Institutes of Health re
search paijects.
The Senate action sent the bill back to the House, which la.st w’cek endorsed
the help for veterans and the unemployed, but kept its version clean of most
other domestic programs. The House also included a one-half of a pea entage
point income tax surcharge on wealthier people to pay for the expanded (»1
bill.
The 1louse also failed to approve the war 11101x7 ^
week. Repub
licans unhappy u ’ith the Democrats’ add-ons joined with anti-war lawmakers
to defeat it.
Because of the ditfea-nces between the two wrsuins, it will take weeks to
pass a final compaimise — which Bush is expected to veto — and then send
him one he can sign.
Lime is slipping, though I )efense Secretary Robert Gatc^ testified Wediiesd.iy that the I’entagon can scrape by until late July by shifting funds faun other
accounts to finance operations 111 Iraq and Afghanistan.
First, however, l.iwmakers left Washington fiir a weeklong Memorial 1)ay
recess,
A popular plan in both the 1louse and Senate bills would block new Bush
administration rules that would cut spending on Medicaid health care for the
poor and disableil by $13 billitin over the next five years. Governors in both
p.irties pressed for the relief
The White House had braced for defeat even as I )eniocrats initially expressed
skepticism they woiiKl prevail. Yet the magnitude of the defeat was startling.
“Our tmops deserve better than h.iving essential war time resources held
hostage to billions in unrel.ited spending,'’White 1louse spokesman Tony Fratto
said, “('ongress should pass a clean war funding bill when they return from
Memorial 1).iy recess.”
Still, It seems clear that Bush will have to accept some I )eniocratic addi
tions.
“When It conies to Iraq, it appears that nionc7 is no object for President
Bush,” said the chairman of the Senate Appropriations ('ommittee. Sen. Robert
Byrd, I )-W.Va. “Yet when it conies to important priorities here at home, he
turns into Ebeneezer Scrooge.”
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the big picture

Baby Mama (P G -13)

Tina Fey, Amy Poehler, Greg Kinnear,

Summary: Unable to get pregnant, successful businesswoman Kate Holbrook can’t wait any longer to

9 6 m in.

Dax Shepard, Rom any Maleo, Maura

have a baby. But when she hires a surre^ate mother, she gets more than she bargained for.
The Good: The Fey/Poehler duo is dynamite, but the supporting actors make the film even stronger.

film

grade

Tierney, Holland Taylor, Sigourney
Weaver; directed by Michael M cCullers

The Bad: Unsurprisingly, a plausible main character in the company of completely unrealistic people.
(Kristen Marschall)

Ben Barnes, Skandar Keynes,

Summary: In the second installment of C.S. Lewis’ fantasy, the Pevensie siblings find themselves again in

William Moseley, Anna Popplewell,
Geòrgie Henley: directed by Andrew

Narnia (1,300 years have passed) to help Prince Caspian, the kingdom’s rightful heir, overthrow his evil uncle.
The Good: Retains some of the charm of the first film, but with carefully thougtit-out meditations thrown in.

Adam son

The Bad: For those especially attached to the book, the film version might be a disappointment (of course).
(RottenTomatoes.com)

Forgetting Sarah Marshall

Jason Segel, Kristen Bell, Mila Kunis,

Summary: After being dumped

(R )

Bill Hader, Russell Brand, Jonah Hill,

Hawaii. But in a sick turn of fate, Sarah (Bell) and her new beau happen to be staying at the same resort.

Paul Rudd, Liz Cackowski; directed by

The Good: Clever oneJiners and awkward situational humor in this "ultimate romantic disaster" movie.
The Bad: If you d o n ’t like full-frontal m ale nudity, be sure to close your eyes (four tim es).
(Janelle Eastridge)

Chronicles of Narnia:
Prince Caspian (P G )
1 4 4 min.

1 1 1 m in.

Nicholas Stoller

Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull (P G -13)

iron Man (P G -13)

Harrison Ford, Shia LaBeouf, Cate

Summary: Indiana Jones (Ford), Marion (Allen) and her son Mutt (LaBeouf) have to get a mystical

B la n c h e «, Ray W instone, Karen Allen,

crystal skull back to its tem ple before the Soviets catch up and use the skull to wage war.
The Good: Ford is still a bad a ss, the action and adventure is thrilling, and it’s just a fun movie.

John Hurt, Jim Broadbent; directed by
Steven Spielburg

1 2 3 min.

his girlfriend of five-ancfa-half years, Peter Bretter (Segel) escapes to

The Bad: A few rioiculous parts, including escaping from a nuclear bomb by hiding in a fridge.
(Giana Magnoli)

R obert Downey, Jr., Terrence

Sumnuvy: Robert Downey Jr. plays Tony Stark, a brilliant head of a large weapons company who creates a

H ow a rd , Jeff B rid ge s, Gw yneth

suit of metal to ^ t out of the desert after beir^ taken hostage. Gwyneth Paltrow pleys his sassy assistant.

Paltrow, Leslie B ibb, S h a u n Toub,
Faran Tah ir; directed by Jon Favreau

The Good: The acting and special effects are stellar.
The Bad: Th e plot lacks m uch fonvard m ovem ent.

B-i-

1 2 6 m in.

(Christina Casci)

Made of Honor (P G -13)

Patrick Dem psey, M ichelle M o naghan,

Summary: Tom and Hannah have been best friends since an av\/kward college erreounter. Ten years later,

1 0 1 m in.

Kevin M cK id d , Kathleen Q uinian,

Tom realizes he’s in love with Hannah when she leaves for Scotland — and returns engaged.
The Good: Cute m om ents and clever jokes with a guaranteed happily ever after.

Sydney Pollack; directed by Paul

Priceless (P G -13)
1 0 4 m in.

W eiland

The Bad: Full of clichés and very predictable. Plus, Dem psey plays a very unconvincing m an’s man.
(Kristen Marschall)

G a d E lm a le h , Audrey Tau tou , M arieC hristin e A d a m , Vernon Dobteheff,

Summary: Jean, a shy bartender, is mistaken for a millionaire by a beautiful, scheming (^)portunist, Irene.

Ja c q u e s Sp le sse r, A nnelise H e s m e ;
directed by Pierre Salvador!

The Good: A fun and attractive ride set against France’s impossibly chic Cote d ’Azure.
The Bad: Lightweight, predictable entertainment that will make you yearn for the Tautou of yesteryear,
(Metacritic.com)

Em ile H irsch , Christina Ricci, John
G o o d m a n , S u sa n S a ra n d o n , M at

Summary: A natural behind the wheel. Speed Racer turns down an offer to join Royatton Industries, which

thew Fox; directed by Andy and Larry

The Good: At its best, the film is buoyant pop entertainment focused on speed, racing and cool colors.
The Bad: A so-so storyline with minimal character development.
(Metacritic.com)

Speed Racer (P G )
1 2 9 min.

W achow ski

The Visitor (P G -13)
1 0 3 m in.

When she discovers his identity, she abarxlons him, only to find that he has no intention of letting her go.

wants to increase its profits. He participates in the racing world’s pinnacle event against stiff competition.

Richard Je n k in s, Oliver Bokelberg,
H ia m A b b a s s , M aggie M o o re; directed

Summary: T h e film follows V\feilter Vale, a disillusioned Connecticut econom ics professor, as he

by T h o m a s M cC arthy

The Good: Th e film goe s m ore or less w here you think it will, but still m anages to surprise.
The Bad: Afraid to take a political stand, the film se e m s to avoid hard-hitting questions,

is transform ed by a chance encounter and newfound connections in New York City.

(Metacritlc.com)
C a m e ro n Diaz, A shton Kutcher, Rob

Summary: After a rowdy weekend in Las Vegas, strangers Jack Fuller (Kutcher) and Joy McNally (Diaz) find

(P G -13)

Corddry, Treat W illiam s, D e n nis Farina:

9 9 m in.

directed by Tom Vaughan

themselves hitched, then must try to survive six nnonths of "\weddirg bliss” to keep their Vegas earnings.
The Good: An exceedingly bright com edy with sm art lines and superb com ic acting.

What Happens in Vegas

—

The Bad: Th e stars lack the classic sparring-but-m eant-for-each-other mentality.
(Metacritic.com)

YoungOHeart (PG)
1 1 0 m in.

Th e Young@ H eart vocal group;
directed by Stephen WSalker

Summary; A docurnentary t r a c k s the progress of the'»buig@ Heaft vocal group, conrHJrised of elderly rnen
and women who sing covers of áongs by Bob Dylan, The Clash and others, as they prepEwe for a meior gig.

The Good: An er^oyable film with a built-in cute factor (7 0 - and 80-som ethir^s singir^ good music).
The Bad: Som e claim it “reeks of commercial calculation" arxl lacks the grit of the group it follows.

(Rotten Tomatoes.com)

fRIDIIY IHOUITIfflCI
Downtown Centre Cinema

Palm Theatre

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystai
Skull 12:00,3:00,6:00,9:00
Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian 12:30,
2:45, 3:45, 6:00, 7:00, 9:15,10:15
What Happens In Vegas 12:00,2:30, 5:(X), 7:30,

Priceless 4:15, 7:00, 9:15
The Visitor 4:15, 7:00, 9:15
Young@Heart4:15, 7:00, 9:15

10:00

Fremont Theatre

Made of Honor 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30
Iron Man 12:15,1:45, 3:00, 4:30, 5:45, 7:15,
9:00,10:15

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom
of the Crystal Skull 1:00,4:00,
7:00,10:00
Forgetting Sarah Marshall 3:00,
6:00,9:00
I
Baby Mama 3:20,6:10.9:00 ” .
Speed l^ c e r 3:16.6:|l5.9/0

Sunset Drive-In
Indiana Jonas and the Kingdom of the Crystal
SkuN8:30
Iron Man 10:45

‘The Counterfeiters’
worthy o f its Oscar
Justin Channel!
THE DAILY ATHENAEUM (WEST VIRGINIA U .)

The Academy Awardwinning Austrian film “The
Counterfeiters” is a truly
compelling film that definite
ly deserved the recognition it
gained.
It tells the true story o f Salomon
“Sally” Sorowitsch (Karl Markovics), a
Jewish man who was the best counterfeiter in
Beriin when the Nazis first came to power.
While Salomon attempted to perfect a
copy o f the American dolbr, he was arrested
and pbced into the Mauthausen concentra
tion camp. But he soon finds himself placed
in a new camp, where his skills are exploited
by the Nazis to forge foreign currency in an
attempt to fund the war effort.
This counterfeiting operation — which

the Nazis named “C')peration Berhard” — has been noted as
the largest counterfeiting
scheme in history.
Salomon does his best,
knowing his assistance is
helping to continue the Nazi
party’s genocide.
However, he soon finds op
position in his crewmember, Adolf
Burger (August l>iehl), which creates a
moral dilemma for Salomon.
“The Counterfeiters” Is such an amazing
historical drama that 1 found my jaw agape
during most o f it.
I was not familiar with the story o f Salo
mon Sorowitsch, and I’m glad that i l l » film
wiU continue to enlighten others about his
amazing legacy
O f course, anyone who can’t fathom
see Counterfeiters, page 6
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Ridiculous fight scenes and narrow escapes? Check.
Booby traps and creepy crawlers? Check. A plot that centers

aixTund some mythical object and the baddies who want to
use it for nelarimis purposes? Check. Indiana Jones is back
in all his glors; and the new film pass tribute to every. M
' /
thing that was good about the famous trilog).
The Indiana [ones franchise is classic, and the
^ ■ film did not disiippoint, unlike (ieorge Luca
“Star Wars” triK>g). rhe Fremont Lheatre’
1^,
- ''hiw\ was si>ld out. and if applause is a
'’l tiiMi, this
is going to Ix' a massise
j _ Harrison Ford has aged 1*1 years
last put on Inds's signature hat (which now'
sits on a etas-li.iiicil lu'.ui). It's a hit ol'a sliot'k
in the first scene, but he soon dispels
am nas saving that claims he's too old
t*' he doing this.
File
.u know ledges his age
and uses
.idvantage; he

IS

years. Ford doesn't shy awav from the ac
tion. w hich is proven by the camera panning up to his face during or after many o f the stunts.
“ Indiana Jones and the Kingdom o f the Crystal Skull” takes place in 1*LS7. leav ing the world o f Na/i
(iermanv behind for a new enemy: the Soviet Union. C!omplete with nuclear testing, aliens and “ Better
Dead than R ed” protests at universities, it's clear that Ckild War era America has Just as much use for
Indiana Jones.
,\nd the moment Indy’s signature silhouette appears on screen, the avidience is hooked.
The Soviets (led by menacing C'ate Blanchett) are after a mythical crystal skull to use in paranormal
warfare against .America. Indy gets involved after being dragged to save Marion (Karen Allen) by her
stvn. Mutt (Shia l.aBeouf looking like a greaser from “The Outsiders” ).The adventures start in the giant
warehouse that ended “ Raiders o f the Lost .Ark" and takes them all over South America.
.Allen looks almost the same and can still hold her own in a fight, although she doesn't get to do
much. LaBeouf's main purpose in the movie is to give Ford someone to play otf until thev meet up with
more people. The dynamic between the old and young star o f the film is good, letting each one point
out the other's strengths and weaknesses. Mutt ofi'sets Inds 's experience and sense o f adventure with his
cotnplete disbelief at all the ama/ing yet dangerous stuff they're doing.
The mixture of action, adventure, ctnnedy and pure fun is a winner, and there isn't a dull moment
within the entire film. It was nostalgic instead o f over-the-top with special effects, which was a relief,
rier .iffect maps
their with
enjovment
ivf“whenever
The
Ranyone
u7ovvit/ky
shot
film on
and the tongue-in-cheek humor, old-school
red lines
travels
andthe
references
( AHinterfeiteis."
grainy. Umini film in dim interiors
to the other movies all added to the
fun spirit o f the movie.
Mosttointere-sting
the f.ict
th.it Ste- Indiana
and several
appear to
be com
Although
some
debate is
about
whether
Jones shivts
is actually
immortal
entititiueti
from f>age
5 o f us are continuing
whoto h.id
because o f drinking from the grailf.in
(HeRu/ovvit/ky,
would have
staypaviouslv
behind thepletely
seal —handheld.
that’s the “price o f im
helmed
the
hormr
film
“Anatomy”
rhis
stylistic
gives
the film
mortality,”
right? Discuss.),
we can all agree that he may as well be, because that’s thechoice
way his
millions
vv.itchmg
a subtitled
film in .mother
.iiid the I’ddie l//.ird comedy “AU Lhe .1 certain sense of intimacy, as well as
o f fans will
willheremember
l.iiigu.ige
mls^lng out.him.
till' gritty triie-to-life tone that lower
rh.it's right, kids. “ 1he (rniiiter- I Jueen's Men." directed the film.
I
would
not
h.ive
expected
Ru
gauge films only seem to deliver,
feiters" is one ot those movies where
Vfver.ill,“ 1he ( aninterfeiters” is .in
yiHi will h.ive to re.id. unless you h.ip- /owit/ky to make such .i snrpnsiiig
jump to the bleak, real-life drama of am.i7ing accomplishment in film and
pen to he Hnent in (ierm.in.
But hopefully Americ.ni .uidi- “The ('ounterfeiters." But I am cer deserves to be seen for both its technic.il merits and compelling true story.
ences will not let the l.nigu.ige b.ir- tainly glad he did.

Counterfeiters

Get caught reading the Mustang
Daily and win a free shirt!
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Dcatli and loss arc tough tilings to deal with no m atter who you are. W hile
some people cry, shut off'or just carry on, there are a few who can capture pain
and loss through art, allowing others a glimpse into the world they see and a
chance to get their heads around a tangible concept.
Beginning ttm ight from 6 to
p.m., the public will be given this chance as
four Chil Poly art and design seniors display their work in a show titled “ I.acrimae R erum ” (l.atin for “ tears for things") at the Bear Valley Clenter, located at
12320 Los Osos Valley Kd.
“ All o f our works have a com m on them e that we share,” said Jeff Cdiang,
whose graphic novel is featured in the show. “They have a lot to do with transi
tion and passing, and it’s often a story about people who we’ve lost, and about
the passing through life.”
The gallery will be filled with works ranging from large-scale paintings to
ceramic installations that can be seen hanging from the ceiling, lining the walls
and on podiums throughout the room.
Though very different on the outside, each unique piece adheres to the
general them e o f loss, w hether it is covert or blatant, and each showcases the
talents and skills o f the artists to convey greater m eaning through their various
mediums.
“The show touches on current events and human em otions,” Chang said. “ I
think there will definitely be a different take on these things that people w'ill
take away and hopefully enjoy in the end.”
Steven W hitehair will display an 8-by-6 foot painting along with other works,
and says his art ties in with the them e because it deals with dreams and darker
imagery.
By showing his ceramic installations, Kevin Spach hopes to kindle an appre
ciation for the medium among viewers.
“ Maybe it will turn people around to pottery and it will be more accepted as
a gallery thing and not just as a craft,” he said.
Pages o f C hang’s graphic novel “The Last W ake” will be m ounted on the
walls. His novel chronicles the story o f a man whose girlfriend is kidnapped and
m urdered, and the way he deals with the suffering from her loss.
Addressing less o f the sadness associated with death and more the concept
in general. Paradise O so rio ’s mixed media art focuses on the study o f death and
the human reaction to it.
The evening, which is part o f the students’ senior projects, will feature wine
and music and is free to the public. The display is open from 6 to 9 p.m. Sat
urday as well.
“I think it’s im portant for Cal Poly students to come because the school is re
ally known for engineering — liberal arts is there, but it’s not very pronounced,”
Chang said. “ Hopefully they’ll enjoy the fact that there is more to C'al Poly, and
it will make them even more proud that they go here.”
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Let’s be clear
C'ities across the nation are facing the same prob
lems. Loss of open space, increased traffic congestion,
air pollution, unequal distribution of resources, and the
loss of a sense ofeommuniry are all overwhelming, and
we suffer from their consequences every day. Hut
there is one concept we assume to dig us out of
this mess: sustaiiubility.
1 think its safe to say
that the word “sustain
ability” wins the prize for
buzzword of the year. Hut
what is sustainability really?
The problem is that sustain- A ® I L • —
ability is overtly ambiguous
and there is no certification
or grading scale. The con
cept of sustainability is es
sentially value-laden and
therefore it’s not surprising
that there are as many definitions of sustainabil
ity as there are people talking about it.
To see how badly it has been twisted, just look at
the recent advertisements from corporations such as
Wal-Mart and Shell gas that provide them with a pho
ny green image. Do they really suppose we are idiotic
enough to believe such forgery? The bad part is that
these corporations know the average American will
believe such deceptions and, even worse, they can claim
to be sustainable and no one can stop them because sus
tainability has no rulebook. So before any of us watch
another deceiving commercial or use this delicate word
again, it is essential that we recognize its different con
notations as to avoid getting lost in translation.
Since the Hrundland Commission in 1983, the
concept of sustainability has been readily embraced
in many politically correct circles. Aside from its uni
versal acceptance, there is much debate over what this
mythical term actually means. The proceedings of the
World Commission on Environment and Develop
ment in 1987 provides a succinct description of the
term as “development that meets the needs of the pres
ent without compromising the ability of future gen
erations to meet their own needs.” This definition is
bland but superficially appealing. At least it references
the future inhabitants of the planet! Then again, with
so much uncertainty about the health of our planets
ecosystems, is it prudent to guarantee that our genera
tion’s actions will still leave reliable living systems for
future generations?
Environmental educator David W. O rr puts sustain
ability into two categories: technological sustainability
and ecological sustainability. Technological sustainabil
ity IS the notion that every problem can be solved by
technology, and it seems to get the most media atten
tion. It includes expert interventions where high-pro-

tile international agreements are expected to fix the
world’s complicated environmental troubles. Techno
logical sustainability is simply a form of reduetionisni
where we do a more efficient job of using up nature. It
looks to professionals to refine the global inter
face between humans and nature, and in doing
so, it neglects the most important elements of
culture and community.
Hy contrast, ecological sus
tainability, which gets far less
attention, is taking responsi
bility to find alternatives to
the practices that got us into
trouble in the first place.
This means we must com
pletely rethink transportation,
economics, energy use, agriculture,
city planning and more. Ecological sus
tainability limits the overall strain on the environment
while suppressing the desires for excess material and
technological possessions.
The concept of sustainability for many Americans is
very different to people in other parts of the world. In a
land of sprawling landscapes characterized by packaged
developments and simulated settings, the United States
has naturalized an ideology of competitive consump
tion. True sustainability has been lost in the whirlwind
of “greenwashing” and political promises. The physical
form of our nation is a direct manifestation of what
is most valued in our culture. The extensive knowl
edge needed to build a LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) certified building counts as
valid knowledge, while the equally sophisticated infor
mation needed to grow food without pesticides may
not.
UCLA urban planning professor Ciilda Haas best
described the idea of sustainability: “Huilding on the
strength of people’s histories and cultures; that’s what
sustainability is about. Huilding capacities, seeing their
collective wisdom. Enabling. Making one’s expertise
available. Mentoring. People seeing their potential in
my eyes, reflected back at them ... No one cares what
color or age or class I am because I’m not trying to take
over. I want to say ‘we,’ not ‘1.’”
So please, whether in class, at a cocktail party or
in your professional career, remember that people as
sociate sustainability’ with many different contexts. It is
essential that it moves from its buzzword status and that
people realize sustainability is geographical in its mani
festation. After all, it is a combination of history, culture,
people and customs, so its nature will be,as varied as the
geography of the globe.
lilakc Hudehott is a d ty and regional planning senior and
a Mustang Daily enuironmental columnist.

Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Rexxn 226
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GUEST COMMENTARY

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal
fb ly campus and the neightxxing com -

Move back Sudoku

munrty. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful fo r your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to

m u stan gd aily@ gm all.com .

notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum.” Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
without censorship o r advance ap
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per; however, the removal o f m ore than
one copy o f the paper per day is sub

Lately I have been impressed
with the Mustang Daily, especially
with bringing Mike Heimowitz and
his “Guide to Life” back,* but the
Daily has truly nude a blunder for
the ages.
N ot too long ago, I could take
out one page o f the Mustang Daily,
fold it into quarten and have the
crossword on one side and the Sudo
ku on the other, providing multiple
minutes o f fun. I could warm up my
brain every Monday with a very easy

Sudoku, then just flip the page over
and do a cros.sword. It was perfect; as
soon as the crosswords got too hard
on Wednesday * I could just go to the
Sudoku and its perfect level o f diffi
culty. Now they are on two separate
pages. For what? A dot game and
pop culture commentary in comic
form? Totally not worth it. How am
I supposed to make a futile attempt
at hiding the fact that I am not pay
ing attention in class? This cieates a
huge dilemma for me-*: I can’t flip

through the pages o f the Daily in
class because it’s far too noticeable.
WTiat am I supposed to do in class
now? Pay attention? Take notes? No.
none o f those will work. I’ve had to
resort to texting. Non-stop texting.
Texting my fnends about nothing.^
Texting sweet nothings to my girl
friend. Even texting my parents.^ I
don’t even want to see my phone
bill this month. Shit, it’s going to be
ridiculous. Move the Sudoku or you
owe me $57.90.*

ject to a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
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1 .1 love you, Mike. You’re my hero and I strive to be like you in every way.
2. You know that is the day they get impossible. D on’t even pretend to be able to get like half a Wednesday
crossword done.
3. Crossword = too hard. Sudoku = too short
4. Often when they are sitting right next to me.
5. My mom has no idea what she is doing. It’s pretty entertaining.
6. The average price o f my phone biH. Tm guessing it will double.^
7. Perhaps I should get unlimited texting.
Brian Werter is a psychology sophomore and a guest columnist for the M ustang Daily.

This article represents one view
only; not the view of the CGI l\)ly
C?olIege Kepiiblicans or the other
writers of The Kight Way, but Mr.
Nachreiner’s alone. I am absolutely
appalled that you would write an
article under the club’s column,
about an ideal that the club does
not support. C')f course you are
free to dissent, but please do that
independently of GPC?R’s name,
or within the course of a rational
discussion.John McCGin is a great
leader, which he has demonstrated
time and time again. He does sup
port lower taxes and he may be a
more moderate Republican, but
this allows compromise, which is
necessary to get legislation passed
and things accomplished. CGll me a
progressive, but 1 think that some
times you have to give a little to get
a little, and McCain does that. His
views have been shaped through his
life experiences, and I respect them.
McCGin is a real leader who will do
great things for this country. Unless
you want C'fbama turning this dem
ocratic country into a socialist one,
I suggest you put your bitterness
aside that your primary candidate
lost, and go vote for McCGin.
— Ja ch i
Response to "Conservative first, R epub
lican second"

UNIV 333 is also a world food
systems class. Either one should be
mandatory during a student’s career
at Cal Poly. Co see the films!
- J
Response to “lit e real dirt on farming

' films"
D o some research and you’ll find
that a lot o f municipalities are buy
ing the Dodge Charger over the
traditional (and staid) Ford Crown
Victoria for the following reasons:
it’s cheaper, it’s more fuel efficient
(which also saves money), it has sta
bility control (which helps ensure
the safety o f the officers operating
the vehicle), it doesn’t have a fuel
tank placed behind the rear axle
as the Crown Vic does (which is a
fire concern) and it outperformed
the Crown Victoria in the Michi
gan State Police testing o f police
and special service vehicles. The
fact that it looks hot doesn’t mean
the department is being wasteful
with its funds. In fact, it made a
very fiscally intelligent purchasing
decision.
— Alda
Response to “I want a Dydge Charger
toa "

I love this band. Why? Because
what keeps them strong as a band is
one thing: their faith in Cod. These
guys are humble, genuine, honest
and talented. Their music definitely
sets them apart from several bands
out there too. What’s most impor
tant is the message they bring to
everyone. Even if you don’t listen
to metal, their mystical genre and
personalities will make you want to
get to know them more. C O sup
port them.
— Lauren
Response to “A n d G od said, ‘Let there
be M etaV "

Daily Dots

How to play the Daily Dots
1. Find a playing partner.
2. Each person takes a turn drawing one line connecting two dots. Only
horizontal and vertical lines can be drawn.
3. The first person to close a square, wins that square. To keep track, place
winners initials In the box.
4. Once one. square is closed, that player gets to go again. They continue
until no more squares can be closed.
5. Player with the most squares win.

Girls & Sports

by Justin Borus and A ndrew Feinstein

n o m BILLSHANKS FROn
THE NATtJRE CHANNa TAKES
US INTO A NICHT CLUB

I T DOESN’T LOOK
CE HE'LL nAKE THAT
MISTAKE ACAIN

nOST FEMALE
HOnO SAPIENS
CLUSTER
IN PACKS

by k e lly ferguson
THE OUY AT TABLE S it TU S T TOOK A BÎC,
5ÎTE OF FOOD. NOW. 00 OUT THERE AND
ASK HIM HOW EVERYTWNO’S 00ÎN0...

Last Ditch Effort

by John Kroes
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Crossword
Across
1 Is blessed with
many assets,
before “him" or
“her”
16 Have cosrr>etic
surgery, for
example
17 Sources of
government
waste
18 Old Turkish title
19 Significant
advancement
20 Excess
21 Awards for J. K.
Rowling and P
L Travers' Abbr.

28 Three-time
Masters winner
Nick
29 Sensitivity
31 One of the
Jackson 5
32 “___ votre
permission"
33 Fix
34 Sounded smooth
37 1954 title role for
Ava Gardner
41 Singer Jamie
with the 2001 #1
country song
"When I Think
About Angels"
42 John
43 It's negative

23 Gulf of Aqaba
city

44 D-Day sights
Abbr

24 Traps

45 Heads of a
tnbe?

25 Like an “eh,"
maybe
27 Something that
shouldn't be left
open

(Mi-uuu. Suse
so YOU mu>
m isooaos
YOUR ucrresf

I

47 Turkish title
48 Onetime Bowie
collaborator
49 Fired pitcher?

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Edited by Will Shortz

51 Void, in Vichy
52 Gross domestic
prcxJuct producer
55 Some bank
offerings
56 At every point

1
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2 Studies under a
microscope
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6 Roundish

by D oug Bratton
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34

47

U30R/ I -niRoW THE
SWITCH c m , HE TUWS INTO THAT
6IU.y BATSoN KIP. I THBoW IT AöAIN
ANP---SHAîAMi HE 1\JWS BACK
^
INTO WUßUfH!
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6C

7 Tops
8 Thug

8

Pop Culture Shock Therapy

3 Most agile
5 Hardly hard
questions

7

Tt“

Down
1 Connector in a
song

6

No. 0411

â
o

*«4

9 Sometime ahead
10 Buzzards Bay.
eg
11 Bags
12 Popular
Volkswagen
model

(
1

Puzzl* by W«nny Notowtky

35 Straighten out
36 Double-check,
as figures
37 Put in a
bibliography, e g

40 Examine, in
Exeter

38 Titles for Italian
31-Down

45 Nearing the hour

22 Vast and wastes
24 California city
with a
horticultural
name

39 Words before “a
Brain" and “an
Animal" in book
titles

46 Book containing
a prediction of
the coming of
the Messiah

13 Carry out
14 "As You Like I1"
romantic
15 Leans against

42 Ohio city on
Lake Erie

49 Spring

3
u

50 Thomas
artist of the
Hudson River
School

C
S f lÄ f S j

53 Home of the
Salmon River
Mtns
54 No score

26 Carpenter’s tool
28 Coca-Cola brand For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 49 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
30 But. to Brutus
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
31 See 38-Down
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1 -888-7-A C R O SS.
33 Progress in
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2 ,000
negotiations
past puzzles, nylimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
34 Alternative to
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
pasta
solvers: nytimes.com/leaming/xwords.

Why the Klcclric Chair is No Deterrent
for Captain Marvel

^
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Pistons
continuedfiom page 12

No ttMin has reached the finals without a road vic
tory, and there’s no longer a chance for Ooston to be
the first.
Antonio McOyess scored 15 points, Tayshaun
Prince had 14, and Rasheed Wallace and Rodney
Stiu key scored 13 for the Pistons, who were rusty in
(¡.line 1 but found their groove in the second quarter
of this one, shooting 49 percent against the league’s
best defensive team.
The Pistons led Sh-75 after Stuckey’s jumper with
8:05 remaining, but Allen had seven points, including
his first 3-pointer since Ciame 5 of the second round,
during a 13-4 run that cut it to 90-88 with 4:39 to
play.
Later, lloston was down four and forced Detroit
to call time with the shot clock about to run out, but
then blew the defensive assignment and left Billups
alone for a Ltyup on the inbounds and Detroit led
100-94 with 18 seconds left.
Another 3 by Allen cut it to three, but Wallace hit
a free throw on the other end. The Pistons were 28of-32 (87.5 percent) from the line.
Billups was limited to nine points in Game 1, his
first action since straining his right hamstring early in

ustang
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Game 3 against Orlando in the second round.
He shed the tights he wore in the opener and came
out aggressively, dniwing a foul on the first posses
sion and hitting two free throws. He added two free
throws later in the first quarter when he appeared to
create contact while attempting a 3-pointer by kick
ing the Celtics’ Eddie House in the groin.
The Cieltics missed their first six shots in the sec
ond quarter and didn’t make a field goal until James
Posey’s 3-pomter with 7:03 left that tied it at 27.
McDyess scored the next five points and the Pistons
led the remainder of the half, opening a 50-43 lead
at the break.
Allen was limited to 1 1 minutes in the first half
because of foul trouble. He picked up his third with
8:41 to go and didn’t play again until coming in when
the (Celtics had the ball in the final seconds of the
half.
Boston stormed out of the half with a 15-4 surge,
featuring eight points from Allen in his best stretch
in a while, to open a 58-54 lead.The Pistons steadied
themselves with 3-pointers by Hamilton, Wallace and
Billups to regain the lead, and Allen later had to re
turn to the bench when he picked up his fourth and
fifth fouls.
Detroit went 4-of-5 from behind the arc in the
quarter, with Wallace’s 3 with 7.1 seconds left sending
the Pistons to the final period with a 78-69 lead.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Boston’s Paul Pierce, right, battles for position with Detroit’s Richard Ham
ilton on Thursday night in Boston. Pierce scored a team-high 26 points.

Overbay’s homer helps Jays beat Angels
T O R O N T O — The Los Angeles Angels
are struggling at the plate right now. Toron
to’s Lyle Overbay has no such troubles.
Overbay hit a go-ahead solo homer, A.j.
Burnett won back-to-back starts for the first
time this season, and the Blue Jays avoided
a three-game sweep by beating the Angels
4-3 on Thursday night.
Take away a 10-2 win over the Dodgers
last Sunday, and the Angels have averaged
just 2.9 runs per game in their past eight
game. Manager Mike Sciuscià blamed the
low output on poor situational hitting.
“ We’re in a little bit of a lull there,” Sciu
scià said. “We’ll get better with it but right
now, we’re struggling to get some things go
ing, trying to get some innings going a little
bit earlier. You’re always looking for those
two-out hits with guys in scoring position
that can swing a ball game against some
body tough, and we have not been able to
do that.”
Torii Hunter, who went 0-3 with two
strikeouts and grounded into a double play.
“ It’s just a feeling and it’s a feeling that
a lot of guys don’t have right now,” he said.

“ If you have that feeling, you know that you
can go out there and do it, but we just don’t
have that feeling right now.”
Overbay, however, is feeling it. He fin
ished 2-for-3, adding a double and a walk.
Eight of his past 17 hits have gone for extra
bases.
“ It’s getting there,” Overbay said. “I still
don’t think I’m where I need to be. It seems
like I don’t get a lot of pitches to hit, and
when 1 do, 1 end up fouling them off.”
Burnett (5-4) gave up three runs and
six hits in six innings. He walked three and
struck out six.
“ He’s got some of the best stuff I’ve seen
as far as fastballs, and the late break on that
breaking stuff is sharp,” Angels catcher Jeff
Mathis said. “When he’s throwing it for
strikes like he was today, it’s a pretty good
combo.”
Rookie Jesse Carlson struck out the side
in the seventh, Scott Downs worked the
eighth and B.J. Ryan wrapped it up in the
ninth for his 10th save in as many oppor
tunities.
Burnett allowed just one hit through the

first four innings but was touched for two
runs and three hits in the fifth. Sean R odri
guez doubled home Casey Kotchman and
scored on a double by Macier Izturis.
A two-out single by Mathis tied it at
3-all in the sixth, but Overbay broke the tie
with his third homer in the bottom of the
inning.
Overbay’s one-out drive to right made
a loser of Ervin Santana (6-2), who has lost
consecutive outings after starting the season
6- 0 .

“ I’m healthy, like 1 was before,” Santana
said. “1just have to keep pitching. That’s it.”
Santana said he was trying to throw
Overbay a slider in the dirt, but left it up
by mistake.
“ I was trying to bounce it but 1 didn’t
finish the pitch and that’s why it wound up
in the middle (of the plate),” he said.
Connecting on the slider gave Overbay
a mental boost.
“I hadn’t put a good swing on a slider
in a while, so that was good for the confi
dence,” he said.
Santana started in place of Joe Saunders,

who was pushed back because of flu-like
symptoms. Scioscia said Saunders is expect
ed to start Friday, when the Angels open a
three-game series in Chicago against the
White Sox.
Santana lost for the first time in six road
starts this season. He has started 4-1 with a
3.83 ERA away from home this season, one
year after going 1-10 with an 8.38 ERA on
the road.
Toronto opened a 2-0 lead in the third
when Marco Scutaro doubled and scored on
Joe Inglett’s triple. Brad Wilkerson followed
with an RBI single.
The Blue Jays loaded the bases with one
out in the fourth but came away with just
one run, with Alex Rios scoring on a bloop
single by Rod Barajas. Scutaro popped out
and Inglett grounded out to end the threat.
The Blue Jays had three runners thrown
out at second base. Scott Rolen and Wilk
erson were both gunned down trying to
stretch singles into doubles, and Shannon
Stewart was caught stealing second in the
sixth.
— The Associated Press
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Blasphemy: Tebow isn’t UF’s most dom inant athlete
M ik e n iF e r d i n a n d o
I N D I I’l M I I N I I I ( I K I D A A l l K . A J O K . I . I KIW I DA

Wli.it would you s.iy it I told you
i iiu Tebow is only the socoiul-most
doinin.mr .ithlcte at the Uniwrsity
ot f lorida?
Would you ery hlaspheiny?
Probably, but that’s only because
you likely haven’t seen the best UFhas to otVer.
1 he right arm ot'sot'tball ace Sta
cey Nelson has led the (iators to the
best record in school history (6.^-3)
and is largely responsible tor making
UF' the t.ivorite to win the national
title.
She does not h.ive the same me
dia attention or buzz as the golden
boy Mr. F'ebow, but wFien it comes
to her sport she is by tar the best in
the Isusiness.
Nelson, who has been practicallv
untouchaFile during the 2noS cam
paign. tinished the regional champi
onship weekend with a 43-3 record

and a 0.75 FRA.
1hat’s almost as many wins as
UC]F (4‘>-20) — the school UF' de
feated to win the ( ¡ainesville FLegion.il — had as a team this year.
l)on’t get me wrong. Febow’s
numbers are impressive (3.2X0 yards
passing and S‘>5 rushing). Fiut for
her sport, the statistics Nelson has
produced this year are arguably bet
ter than 'Febow’s.
“She’s unbelievable — she won
21 games in the (Southeastern (hinterence). No one has ever done that
before,” UF coach Tim Walton said.
The second most wins Isy a SFC'
pitcher this season was 10.
The SEC’ pitcher of the year was
also a top-10 finalist for the NC'AA
National Pl.iyer of the Year Award
— the sotfball ecjuiwilent of the
Heisman Trophy.
After only three years. Nelson has
already claimed the school record
for wins (91) and strikeouts (70S).
I'lie Chilifornia native has ce

Pitch
continued from page 12

pl.iv on the national aiiAv.ives but ni.iy
have slipped under the aver.ige Fan's r.id.ir,
Manchester United deFeated C'dielsea
in the UFd'A Clhampions 1eague Final in
Moscow on Wediiesdav. The match was
the First European Chip Fietween two
Englisli teams, and not just am teams at
that.
Elie twAi squads h.ive combined to
win the past Four Bremiership titles in
England, and “Man U” — as Manchester
United is known to Fans — is the most
storied club team in English Fbotliall.
Not to mention both are loaded with
star pkiyers that easily eclipse the Fame of
a Iòni Brady or Alex Rodriguez. Cris
tiano Ronaldo of Manchester United
Fittingly closed out a sensational se.ison
in which he scored 39 goals in 42 games
w'ith a header in the First half to put his
team ahead 1-0.
Erank Lanipard and Chelsea answered
back to tie things in the First halF'.and the
second was an intense deF'ensive battle
that ended 1- 1, as penalty kicks ensued
to crow n the champion.
When Edwin Van der Sar blocked the
sudden-death sixth attempt by Nicolas

FOR SA L K
Kia Rio Cinco for sale!
Cute, sporty car for sale by
Cal Poly professor. Great
condition, 48,(KK) mis.
See link for info / photos:
http:// slo.craigslist.org/
car/6798()6048.Html $7(KK)/
best offer
REDUCED EOR QUICK
SALE Unwanted roommate:
Dave Renfrew. Tells lame
jokes. Drinks lots of milk,
can fix toasters. Car goes
into “performance mode"
If interested, please contact
Krista or Michele.
Visit miistangdaily.net/classifieds to see photos, links, and
more information!

mented her legacy as the best pitch
er. and more
than likely the
, - ,
' n
best pl.iyer. in * ‘
school history
— something
.r
else she shares
with the man
who has his
name plastered
on the side of
Florida Faeld.
11 you 're
Stacey Nelson
having trouble
buying all of
this. 1 don’t blame you.
Even Nelson doesn’t think that
she’s all that great.
“I don’t Feel like I’m a dominant
pitcher; it kind of Feels like I’m Fool
ing a lot of people.” she said.
Well. Stacey. 1 think that the rest
of the SEC' would probably have to
disagree with vou about that.
Nelson struck out 127 batters
this season m coiiF'erence play.

1he iunior h.o c.irnei.1 her pro
gram into an era ot unprecedented
success.
HeFore her arrival, the ( ¡.itors
best postseason ranking w.is onlv a
13 seed.
1lovs much ditFerence c.in one
pl.iver make?
Well, practically all the diFference
in the world.
With Nelson leading the w.iy. the
C¡ . I t o r s claimed the SF:X' regul.irse.ison and tournament titles as well
as tilt' No. 1 overall seed in ihis vear’s
N( ;,A^ Fburn.inient
Better than a C.apital t )ne Bowl
loss'
You tell me
It lebow' is Superman, then vou
might as well call Nelson Super
woman.
She might not have to tight otf
autograph seekers on the w.iv to
cl.ls^. .ind the mere sight ot her might
not make boys Forget their names.
But ni.ivbe it should.

Anelka. Manchester United had won
its third Fuiropean Chip, the First since
1999.
Moving From the land of royalty to
the sport of kings. Big Brown successFully Followed up his Kentucky I )erby win
with a victory in the I'reakness Stakes
and now has only the Belmont Stakes
leFt in his bid For the First triple crown
since 197S.
My only question is how long until
thoroughbred horseracing Follows Nascar’s precedent and begins to paste ad
vertising on the horses. Big Brown and
UI*S must lie making a killing From the
Free publicity, so it’s only a matter of rime
until other owners Follow suit.
From one historic possibility in rac
ing to another, is this the year Danica
Patrick puts it all together and wins
the Indy 5(H)? If she Follows her breakthnuigh win in Japan last month with a
victory at the Brickyard, it will be one
of the Inggest accomplishments in sports
history.
Either way, even with the lack of in
trigue leF't in the NBA PlayoFis, there are
plentv’ of options left For the sports Fan.
You just might have to dig a little deeper
to Find them.

65-3
The record com«
piled this season by
the Florida softball
team, for which
pitcher Stacey Nel
son has gone 43-3,
with a 0.75 ERA

708
The total batters
Nelson has struck
out thus far through
just three seasons
— already a school
record, as is her
wins total (91)
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8 4 2 5
5 7 3 2
1 6 9 8
4 9 6 1
3 8 5 9
2 1 7 3
9 2 1 6
7 5 8 4
6 3 4 7

1 9 3 6
4 6 9 8
7 3 4 2
5 7 8 3
2 4 1 7
6 8 5 9
3 5 7 4
9 2 6 1
8 1 2 5

7
1
5
2
6
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8
3
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Kory Hitrinrh is a jounialistn senior and
a Mustang Daily sports columnist.

Manchester United goalkeeper Edwin van der Sar celebrates
with the Champions League trophy Wednesday in Moscow.
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Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
www.mustangdaily.nety
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

L O S T AND FOUND

ENGINEERING INTERNS
The City of Novato Public
Works Department is reemiting
2 Engineering interns to work
this summer in the
Engineering Division. One
position will be in Private
Projects/Engineering and the
other in Capital Improvement
Projects, These positions are
suitable for students with a
background/ex|x;rience in Civil
Engineering and/or computers.
Rate of $ 12.35/hour. Requires
City of Novato Application,
available at www.ci.novato.
ca.us. Applications Accepted
Until: May 29, 2(X)8. For
further infonnation, contact
4 15-899-8962 or
pvaldivi@ci.novato.ca.us

Palm Theatre is Hiring!
817 Palm Street.
*Apply in Person*

LACRIMAE RE
RUM ART SHOW
**TODAY!!**Featuring
works from 4 Poly students
including ceramics, painting,
and com ics. There will be
catering and wine. Opening
Reception on 5/23, 6-9PM
@ Bear Valley Center 12320
Los Osos Valley Road

Lost anything? Please
contact Cal Poly Lost and
Found in building 70 or at
805-756-7469.

H()USIN(
Free List o f all Houses and
Condos For Sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 OR email
steve^'slohom es.com

TRAVEL
GRADUATION WEEK
Avila Beach 5 Star Resort
sleeps 4. $ 1 2 0 0 /wk. 805528-1155. sanluisbayinn.com
bsai@charter.net
Visit our website and place
your ad today!

Unlimited yoga cla.sses $90 for
90 days. Smiling I>)g Yoga
546-91(K). 1227 Archer St.
w w w.sm iIingdogyogaSI .O.com
Run a Classified Display
“Mustang Mini"! Contact
your ad rep at 7 5 6 -1143

LOST USB! Its a white, 4
gig, USB. Reward if found!
=) Contact Abby at
626-715-4110
Lost IpodTouch! I lost mv
Ipod touch last week by the
Calpoly track. Reward!!!
Email: agorettiCo^calpoly.edu
or 805-345-0985
Lost something? Lost and
found ads are free! Send us
an email at
mustangdailyclassifiedsC«
gmail.com

SPO R T S
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Blalock, Wong eliminated at national championships
Not bciii^ able to capitalize on
break-point opportunities cost Brit
tany Blalock ami Stefti Wong on
riuirsday, as the ('al Boly women’s
tennis doubles tandem was elimi
nated from the national champion
ships.
Blalock and Wong, ('al Poly’s
first doubles team to compete in the

tournament, tell in the first round to
Texas’ Marija Milic andVanja (xirovic, b-4, 6-4 at the Michael 1). Case
Tennis Center in Tulsa, Okla.
“We had several break-point op
portunities,” Blalock said. “ But that
really changed the dynamic of the
outcome and enabled (Milic and
(]orovic) to win.”
('al Poly’s duo opened the sec
ond set ahead 1-0 before the Long

horns (24-11) — ranked 23rd by
the Intercollegiate Tennis Asso
ciation — surged to a 5-3 lead en
route to clinching the affair.
“We had tiny little letdowns in
each set,” Wong said. “We had so
many break-point opportunities,
but we just couldn’t turn them over.
If we got one or two of those, it
would’ve been totally different.”
Milic and Corovic, who Blalock

said were “very hard hitters,” ad
vanced to the round of 16.
The ('al Poly sophomores
dropped to 27-14 since teaming up
111 the spring of 2007.
“(')verall, it was a great season
for Blalock and Wong, from staying
in the national rankings all year to
making the tournament,” Mustangs
head coach Hugh Bream said in a
statement. “As sophomores, they

Mustangs look to send seniors,
pending pros out on positive note
D onovan Aird
MUSlANt. DAII Y

In nearly every game this season, things have
looked good for the Cal Poly baseball team at
one ptiint or another. Then the Mustangs gave
up leads — 23 times, to be exact, over the course
of their 30 losses, which have rendered their
season-ending series at U (' Riverside without
playoff implications.
“It’s emotionally draining to go on that roller
coaster, to do well and then not quite finishing,”
said Mustangs senior second baseman Pat l^ezet.
“But you’ve got to forget about it and move
on.
After being swept at home by No. 25 Long
Beach State last weekend. Cal l\ily will try to
end on an upswing through its three-game Big
West (Conference series opening at 7 tonight in
the Riverside Sports Complex.
“We just want to play well, and make sure
we’re trying to get better individually and as a
team, mostly for the players who’ll return next
year,” Mustangs head coach Larry Lee said. “It’s
important to continue to build whatever devel
opment they’ve had.”
For U(C Riverside (19-32, 12-9), coming
off an 1S-9 Tuesday defeat at the hands of Pepperdine — its fifth-straight loss — only junior
second baseman Drew (iarcia (batting .351 with
14 doubles and 50 RBI) and sophomore right
fielder Joey (lonzales (.330, 27 RBI) are hitting
better than .287.
The Mustangs (23-30, 7-14), who uncharac
teristically hit just .204 against the Dirtbags, are
driven offensively by junior third baseman Brent
Morel (batting .364 with 56 RBI), junior center
fielder Logan Schafer (.358,48 RBI),junior right
fielder Ryan Lee (.352,19 RBI) and sophomore

MVS INN
M usraNCS!

Brian M ahoney

BOSTON — The Detroit Pistons proved
that a visiting team can win in Boston. Now
they can reach the NBA finals without having
to do it again.
Richard Hamilton bounced back from a
poor series opener with 25 points, and the Pis
tons beat the Celtics 103-97 Thursday night, ty
ing the Eastern Conference finals at one game
apiece and seizing the home-court advantage
that has meant everything to the Celtics.
Chauncey Billups had 19 points and seven
assists for the Pistons, who host Game 3 on Sat
urday.
“The atmosphere’s going to be crazy,” Ham
ilton said. “We’re geeked about getting back to

SLO
Pitch

When the
NBA just
isn’t enough
Kory Harbeck
ON UNDER-THE-RADAR SPORTS
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Cal Poly sophomore right-hander Steven Fischback, shown May 18 in the Mustangs’ 3-2 loss
to Long Beach State at Baggett Stadium, is expected to start at UC Riverside on Sunday.

designated hitter Luke Yoder (.350, 32 RBI).
Playing into the Mustangs’ hands, Lee said,
could be the inexperience of the Highlanders,
who boast just one pitcher with more than two
wins — freshman right-hander Matt Larkins,
who’s 6-5 with a 7.01 ERA.
Lee said senior right-hander Brian (irening
(3-5, with a 5.31 ERA) will likely start for the
Mustangs tonight against sophomore southpaw

Paul Applebee (2-5, 5.07 ERA).
“With the wear and tear of the season, every
one is tired.” Pezet said. “But we’ve got to try to
go out on a high note for the seniors and guys
being drafted, and also the guys w'ho’re going to
keep playing here, so they can have some positive
momentum going into the summer.”
First pitch Saturday is scheduled for 2 p.m.,
with Sunday’s start slated for 1 p.m.

Pistons end Celtics’ hom e streak,
tie East finals heading to D etroit
ASSOCIATED PHESS

have tons of potential and plenty of
time to improve for next season.”
Though in defeat, the No. 46
Mustangs said the experience will
be a valuable asset in their future.
“ It was an awesome opportunity
to get to see some of the best col
lege players,” Blalock said. “And it’s
motivated us to work harder so we
have the opportunity to play here
again.”

our home court. The fans are excited, and now
it’s our job to take care o f home court.”
Paul Pierce scored 26 points for the Celtics,
who had w'on 15 straight at home and gone 9-0
in the playoft's. But the only number that mat
ters now is 0-6 — their playoff road record.
“We have no choice now but to get it done
on the road,” Pierce said.
Ray Allen broke out of a shooting slump
with 25, his best performance in three months.
But he was limited to about 291/2 minutes by
foul trouble, picking up his fifth foul with 3:09
left in the third quarter after his flurry had given
Boston the lead.
Kevin Garnett had 24 points and 13 re
bounds for the Celtics, who lost at home for
the first time since March 24 against Phoenix.
see Pistons, page 10

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Detroit Pistons guard Richard Hamilton
(32) is fouled by Boston Celtics forward
P.J. Brown on Thursday night in Boston.

Kobe, Schmobe...
Celtics, Schmeltics...
This column is siding with Tim
Donaghy, the ex-referee convicted
on felony gambling charges — in
cluding betting on games in which
he officiated — and goes on the re
cord accusing the NBA of conspir
acy charges.
How else do you explain the
(diicago Bulls, a city and team de
prived of star power since his Airness
stepped away after the ’98 season,
landing the first pick m the upcom
ing draft with only a 1.7-percent
chance of doing so?
And with that luck, they may
have landed the rights to Derrick
Rose or Michael Beasley, immediate
impact players with the opportunity
to bring championships back to the
Windy (uty.
In a year when perennial pow
ers like the Los Angeles Lakers and
Boston Celtics have experienced
resurgences and are on the verge
of meeting in the finals for the first
time since 1987, David Stern could
not help himself, so he rigged the
lottery to get his third-most storied
franchise back to relevancy.
Don’t believe it? Put it in the
books: Kobe Bryant and crew will
emerge victorious over “the Boston
three party” in an epic Game 7. If it
goes down any other way. I’ll listen
to Scarlett Johansson’s new CD on
repeat until tip-off next season. (In
all seriousness, what convinced the
best female actress of our generation
that becoming a double threat was a
good idea? If I had to play a hunch,
Natalie Portman had something to
do with it.)
But don’t believe the hype. The
revival of the most storied rivalry in
NBA history is not compelling if the
storyline is scripted.
In light of these circumstances,
SLO Pitch is shining the light on
a few stories that have gotten some
see Pitch, page 11

